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Established in 1944, OperaDelaware, one of the oldest professional opera companies in the 

United States, focuses its activities in an annual “festival” held in May. The second day of this 

2016 edition winks at the previous night: Shakespeare again, but a comedy, and another Boito 

libretto, his last one. 

The first contrast is a musical one, with this Verdi who listened to Wagner to better articulate the 

Italian vigor and build a through-composed plot from the theatrical play. Well-distanced from a 

contemporary setting, the costumes and sets portray the Elizabethan period with eloquence. The 

women wear coiffes, the houses are Tudor-style and the men could be wearing ruffs and leotards 

if they weren’t so old and weary. 

When Falstaff appears in full formal dress, the brightness of the costume is hard to take 

seriously, but he wears his hat with panache and waves the embroidered handkerchief with the 

forced elegance of the gentleman he once was. Proudly displayed in the middle of the Inn’s 

dining room is a beautiful find: an armchair mounted with a set of deer antlers, making whoever 

sits in it a slouched cuckold. 

In front of a delighted audience, the cast executes this Falstaff with conviction and a real sense of 

comedy. The ladies, partner in crime, simper and scheme: they show so much energy and 

imagination in their caning preparation that we hardly deplore a lack of cohesion in the 

ensembles. Standing out among them, Victoria Cannizzo’s delicious Alice displays great 

melodic phrasing and Ann McMahon Quintero’s Quickly a great stage presence. A little limited 

in her high register, Sharin Apostolou offers a pleasant Nannetta, embracing Ryan MacPherson’s 

seductive Fenton with fervor. 

Sean Anderson sings with a pleasant and well-projected voice. Despite his stiff demeanor, his 

solid Ford shows the perfect amount of cockiness and ridicule. A special mention has to be given 

to Falstaff. Steven Condy appears perfectly at ease, bursting with satisfied vanity, but also with 

gentleness, with the ability to hop («Quand’ero paggio») as well as slouch, hulky and ultimately 

touching. Not to be outdone, the singer delivers excellent diction, ignores nothing of Verdi’s 

score and restores all its nuances. As in Amleto, the supporting characters are all very well sung. 

In the pit, Giovanni Reggioli forces a fast tempo, which translates at times by a lack of cohesion 

from the orchestra. But the ensemble stays theatrically merry and well conducted. 
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